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Abstract

Atmospheric escape from close-in exoplanets is thought to be crucial in shaping observed planetary populations.
Recently, significant progress has been made in observing this process in action through excess absorption in-
transit spectra and narrowband light curves. We model the escape of initially homogeneous planetary winds
interacting with a stellar wind. The ram pressure balance of the two winds governs this interaction. When the
impingement of the stellar wind on the planetary outflow is mild or moderate, the planetary outflow expands nearly
spherically through its sonic surface before forming a shocked boundary layer. When the confinement is strong, the
planetary outflow is redirected into a cometary tail before it expands to its sonic radius. The resultant transmission
spectra at the He 1083 nm line are accurately represented by a 1D spherical wind solution in cases of mild to
moderate stellar wind interaction. In cases of strong stellar wind interaction, the degree of absorption is enhanced
and the cometary tail leads to an extended egress from transit. The crucial features of the wind–wind interaction
are, therefore, encapsulated in the light curve of He 1083 nm equivalent width as a function of time. The possibility
of extended He 1083 nm absorption well beyond the optical transit carries important implications for planning out-
of-transit observations that serve as a baseline for in-transit data.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Hydrodynamics (1963); Stellar winds (1636); Exoplanets (498);
Exoplanet atmospheres (487); Star-planet interactions (2177)

1. Introduction

Atmospheric escape is one of the key physical processes
governing the evolution of planets and planetary atmospheres,
especially in the case of exoplanets orbiting at close orbital
distances from their host stars (Owen 2019). Atmospheric mass
loss has been proposed as a possible explanation for the
observed lack of intermediate-size planets at short orbital
periods (often called the sub-Jovian desert or hot Neptune
desert; Szabó & Kiss 2011; Lundkvist et al. 2016) and the gap
or valley in the radius distribution of small planets (Owen &
Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Fulton et al. 2017; Van
Eylen et al. 2018). Improving our understanding of atmo-
spheric escape, especially in the highly irradiated regime that
does not exist in our solar system, is necessary in order to make
more robust connections between the properties of mature
planetary systems that we can observe in large numbers and
various planet formation and evolution scenarios.

Two main heating mechanisms have been proposed as
drivers of atmospheric escape. In the photoevaporation scenario
(e.g., Lammer et al. 2003; Murray-Clay et al. 2009), the upper
layers of a planet’s atmosphere absorb extreme ultraviolet and
X-ray radiation of the host star, forming a thermal pressure
gradient that launches a radial outflow from the planet. In the
core-powered mass-loss model (e.g., Ginzburg et al. 2018;
Gupta & Schlichting 2020), the atmosphere is heated by the
stellar bolometric luminosity and the thermal energy stored in
the planet’s interior during formation. At the moment, either
mechanism is able to explain the observed radius valley

(Rogers et al. 2021); however, the two processes likely dominate
the overall atmospheric mass loss in different regimes of planet
and stellar properties, which may help us to eventually
discriminate between them (Gupta & Schlichting 2021).
To directly observe and characterize atmospheric escape as

it occurs, we need to study the properties and kinematics
of the high-altitude regions of exoplanetary atmospheres
(thermospheres and exospheres). High-resolution transmission
spectroscopy at the wavelengths of strong atomic lines, such as
the hydrogen Lyα (e.g., Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003; Lecavelier
Des Etangs et al. 2010; Ehrenreich et al. 2015) or the UV lines
of metals (e.g., Linsky et al. 2010; Ben-Jaffel & Ballester 2013;
Sing et al. 2019; García Muñoz et al. 2021), allow us to study
these low-density environments. Evidence of atmospheric
escape can be found either by directly detecting the presence
of gas extending beyond the Roche radius of the planet
(indicating that the gas is no longer gravitationally bound to the
planet) or by probing the gas below the Roche radius and
inferring large enough radial velocities for the gas to escape.
The helium line triplet at 1083 nm was recently found to be a

good diagnostic of extended and escaping exoplanet atmo-
spheres (e.g., Allart et al. 2018; Nortmann et al. 2018; Oklopčić
& Hirata 2018; Spake et al. 2018). Unlike Lyα, the helium
1083 nm line does not suffer from significant absorption by the
interstellar medium and it can be observed with a fair number
of ground-based instruments, making it a much more accessible
observing window compared to the UV lines. Consequently,
the number of exoplanets with detected excess absorption in
the helium 1083 nm line quickly surpassed the number of
exoplanets with detected Lyα absorption, although the use of
this line as a diagnostic is likely restricted to planets at short
orbital distances around stars of spectral type between G and
early M (Oklopčić 2019).
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Because the first direct evidence of atmospheric escape was
obtained through Lyα spectroscopy, most theoretical studies,
including those based on 3D hydrodynamic simulations of
planetary outflows, have been focused on predicting and
interpreting observations in that line (e.g., Bourrier et al. 2013;
Villarreal D’Angelo et al. 2014; Tripathi et al. 2015; Schneiter
et al. 2016; Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017; McCann et al.
2019). However, similar tools can be used to predict and
interpret observations at 1083 nm. The first examples of that
approach, focused on modeling individual planets with
reported helium detections, have recently been presented by
Allart et al. (2018), Khodachenko et al. (2021), Shaikhislamov
et al. (2021), and Wang & Dai (2021a, 2021b).

In this work, we investigate how interaction with a stellar wind
shapes planetary outflows, and how this shaping can be revealed
through observations at 1083 nm. In Section 2, we describe our
numerical methods aimed at simulating planetary and stellar
winds and their signatures. Section 3 presents the results of our
hydrodynamic simulations, which are coupled with a radiative
transfer analysis in order to produce synthetic transmission spectra
and light curves in the helium 1083 nm line. In Section 4, we
discuss the implications of our results for designing optimal
observing strategies of planetary transits at 1083 nm and for using
those observations to constrain the stellar wind environments of
close-in exoplanets. We summarize our results and conclusions in
Section 5.

2. Method

We model the structure of thermal winds originating from the
planet and their interaction with the stellar wind using the three-
dimensional hydrodynamic simulations developed within the
Athena++ (version 2019, Stone et al. 2020, online at: https://
princetonuniversity.github.io/athena) code, which is an Eulerian
(magneto)hydrodynamic code descended from Athena (Stone
et al. 2008). We then compute the radiative transfer of stellar light
through the simulated planetary wind to produce synthetic
absorption spectra at 1083 nm during planet transit.

We choose to insert hydrodynamic winds into our simulations,
instead of self-consistently simulating atmospheric heating and
wind launching, in order to remain as agnostic as possible
regarding the nature of the wind-driving mechanism(s) and to be
able to simulate 3D planetary winds with a broad range of
properties in a fast and efficient way that enables searching for the
best fit to observational data in future work. This approach also
gives us the flexibility to investigate how different wind
geometries may affect the observable signatures. In this paper,
we study winds that are launched isotropically and leave the
investigation of other wind geometries for future work.

2.1. Hydrodynamic Simulations

We solve the equations of inviscid gas dynamics in a frame
of reference centered on the host star rotating with the orbital
frequency of the planet, GM aorb

3W = W = , where
M=M* +Mp, is the sum of the star and planet masses. We
employ a spherical polar mesh, with origin at the star’s center
and nested levels of static mesh refinement surrounding the
planet. The planet lies along the −x-axis at x=−a and the
orbital angular momentum is in the+z-direction.

The equations solved are

v 0, 1at · ( ) ( )r r¶ +  =

v vv aPI , 1bt ext( ) · ( ) ( )r r r¶ +  + = -

v a vE E P , 1ct ext· [( ) ] · ( )r¶ +  + = -
expressing mass continuity, the evolution of gas momenta, and
the evolution of gas energies. In the above expressions, ρ is the
mass density, ρv is the momentum density, the total energy
density is E= ò+ ρv · v/2, and ò is the internal energy density.
The pressure is P, I is the identity tensor, and aext is the
acceleration associated with gravitational forces and the non-
inertial frame of reference. We adopt an ideal gas equation of
state, P 1( )g= -  , where γ= 1.0001 is the gas adiabatic
index. Thus, along adiabats, gas is nearly isothermal, but wind
from the star and planet have different specific entropy.
The source terms of the star and planet system gravity and

the rotating reference frame are contained in the acceleration,

*a
r

r
r

r r v
GM GM

2 , 2ext 3

p

p
3 p∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

( )W W W= - - - ´ ´ - ´

where r is the vector separation from the origin at the stellar
center to a given zone, and rp is the vector from the planet
center to a given computational zone center. The vectoral
orbital frequency is Ω= (0, 0, Ω). M* and Mp are the mass of
the star and of the planet, respectively. We ignore any
gravitational backreaction of the wind distribution on the
planetary orbit.
We ignore the influence of 1083 nm radiation pressure on the

gas dynamics. In Appendix A, we discuss the estimation of the
short mean free path in the vicinity of the planet, and how this
relates to the solution of surrounding gas dynamics via a fluid,
rather than kinetic, approximation. Section 5.1 in Wang & Dai
(2021b) includes a similar discussion of the relevance of fluid or
collisionless treatments of different portions of the planetary
outflow, and reaches similar conclusions despite using different
values of the particle collision cross section. By contrast, the Allart
et al. (2019) model treats the metastable helium as a collisionless
particles, and does not capture the redistribution of their
momentum to the remainder of the fluid. Because metastable
helium is a small mass fraction of the gas (e.g., 1 part in 105 or 106

under typical conditions), we argue that this represents a
significant underestimation of the momentum redistribution (and
thus, an overestimate of the velocities achieved by the metastable
helium outflow). The approach of Khodachenko et al. (2021) is a
multi-fluid model, in which the metastable helium is represented
by a separate fluid species than each of the other hydrogen or
helium states tracked. Khodachenko et al. (2021) state that
separate fluids are coupled by their elastic collisional cross
sections. Their finding is that metastable helium can achieve
substantial differential velocity as it is accelerated by the radiation
between collisions. This finding is in tension with our argument
and that of Wang & Dai (2021b) about the prevalence of
collisions and the total momentum budget available in the
1083 nm line. This difference is exemplified by tests performed by
Wang & Dai (2021b) and Khodachenko et al. (2021), in which
Khodachenko et al. (2021) found a significant effect on the
metastable helium kinematics when varying the radiation pressure,
while Wang & Dai (2021b) found none. Further investigation is
therefore merited, and in particular, there will be tremendous value
in methodological approaches that can bridge the fluid and
collisionless regimes for simultaneously modeling different lines
like metastable helium close to the planet and Lyα at larger
distances.
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The planet and stellar surfaces are allocated to constant
density and pressure, related by their respective hydrodynamic
escape parameters. Thus, the stellar surface density ρ*, and
hydrodynamic escape parameter (the ratio of gravitational
potential and thermal energy), λ*, define the stellar surface
pressure,

* *
*
* *

P
GM

R
. 3( )r

gl
=

The inner boundary of our spherical polar computational
domain lies at r= R*. The boundary condition is maintained at
rest with constant ρ* and P* to establish the stellar wind within
the domain. Similarly, the planetary boundary is maintained at
constant density ρp and pressure imposed within Rp of the
planet center,

P
GM

R
. 4p p

p

p p
( )r

gl
=

λ* and λp are free parameters that effectively set the
temperatures of the stellar and the planetary wind, respectively.

The planet and the star can rotate with arbitrary frequency. In
what follows, we generally assume a nonrotating star and a
planet that corotates with the orbital motion, Ωp=Ω.

The computational domain extends from r= R* to
r= 4.5× 1012 cm (0.3 au), and over the full 4π in a solid
angle. The angular coordinate ranges are 0< θ< π and
0< f< 2π. The base mesh is composed of 8× 6× 12
meshblocks of 163 zones. Zones are spaced logarithmically in
r and evenly in θ and f such that near-cubic zone shapes are
maintained throughout the volume to the maximum extent
possible. Near the poles, we reduce the number of effective
zones in the f direction to avoid zones with an extreme aspect
ratio. This operation is performed by averaging conserved
quantities across these zones, rather than rearranging the mesh
structure itself (MacLeod et al. 2018a, 2018b). We utilize
NSMR= 5 additional levels of static mesh refinement around
the planet. The maximally refined region lies within 10 Rp of
the planet center.

2.2. Radiative Transfer and Synthetic Spectra

We assume the gas throughout the computational domain
has solar composition, with hydrogen, helium, and metal mass
fractions of X= 0.738, Y= 0.248, and Z= 0.014, and that, in
steady state, detailed balance is achieved in each cell of the
simulation grid. For hydrogen atoms, the recombination rate
equals the photoionization rate (ionization via collisions is
assumed to be negligible at temperatures expected in planetary
atmospheres):

n n n e , 5e H rec H0 ( )a f= t-+

where ne, nH0, and nH+ are the number densities of free
electrons, neutral hydrogen, and ionized hydrogen, respec-
tively, and T2.59 10 10rec

13 4 0.7( )a = ´ - - cm3 s−1 is the case
B hydrogen recombination rate at temperature T (Osterbrock &
Ferland 2006; Tripathi et al. 2015). The hydrogen photo-
ioniziation rate in each cell is given by Φe− τ. Unattenuated
photoionization rate Φ is calculated from the input stellar flux3

Fν as

F

h
a , 6

0

( )òf
n

=
n

n
n

¥

where ν0 is the frequency corresponding to 13.6 eV photons
and the hydrogen photoionization cross section as a function of
frequency (ν) is given by Osterbrock & Ferland (2006):

a 6.3 10
exp 4

1 exp 2
cm , 718

4 tan

0
4

1

2⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( )
( )

[ ] ( )
p d

n
n

= ´
-

- -
n

d
d-

-

where 10d n n= - . We iteratively calculate the optical
depth to hydrogen-ionizing photons for each cell in the
simulation grid, starting from an initial assumption of having
10% of hydrogen in the ionized state. Assuming that hydrogen
ionization is the main source of free electrons (i.e., ignoring the
electrons produced by the ionization of helium or metals), we
calculate the number density of free electrons in each
subsequent iteration as

n n
e X

e m2
1

4
1 , 8e H

rec

rec

H

0

0

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ ( )f

a
r a

f
= = + -

t

t

-

-
+

where τ0 is the cumulative optical depth between the star and
the grid location, and mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom.
The number density of helium atoms is given by n Y

mHe
He

= r .
We calculate the the fractions of helium atoms in the helium
ground (singlet) state ( f1) and the metastable 23S (triplet) state
( f3) by taking into account the rates of various processes that
cause mixing between these two neutral states and the (singly)
ionized state:

1. Photoionization of the ground state, f e1 1
1f t- (with

photoionization cross sections from Brown 1971), and
of the metastable state, f e3 3

3f t- (Norcross 1971), where
τ1 and τ3 are the optical depths to radiation ionizing the
ground and the metastable state, respectively,

2. Recombination into the ground state, (1− f1− f3)neα1,
and into the metastable state, (1− f1− f3)neα3, with
temperature-dependent recombination rate coefficients
from Osterbrock & Ferland (2006),

3. Radiative decay between the metastable state and the
ground state, f3A31 (Drake 1971),

4. Collisions with free electrons, q13 and q31 (with
temperature-dependent rate coefficients from Bray et al.
2000), and with neutral hydrogen atoms, Q31 (Roberge &
Dalgarno 1982).

Detailed balance sets the rate of processes that populate a given
state equal to the rate of processes that depopulate that state.
For the helium ground state and the metastable state, this reads
as

f f n f A f n q n Q

f e f n q

1

, 9
e e

e

1 3 1 3 31 3 31 H 31

1 1 1 13

0

1

( ) ( )
( )

a
f

- - + + +
= +t-

f f n f n q

f A f e f n q n Q

1

. 10
e e

e

1 3 3 1 13

3 31 3 3 3 31 H 313 0

( )
( ) ( )

a
f

- - +
= + + +t-

After a few (∼5) iterations, we obtain the density of helium
atoms in the metastable state (nHef3) throughout the simulation
domain. The relative rates of different processes (de)populating
the excited helium state in different parts of our computational

3 We use the empirical flux of a K6V-type star HD 85512 from the
Measurements of the Ultraviolet Spectral Characteristics of Low-mass
Exoplanetary Systems (MUSCLES) survey (France et al. 2016).
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domain are presented in Appendix A. We note that this
treatment is most appropriate for the planetary, rather than the
stellar wind. In the stellar wind, where the density is
significantly lower and velocities are higher, advection plays
an important role in setting the level of populations. In our
models, we find that stellar wind material contributes negligibly
to the eventual absorption signature, and we elect to ignore the
detailed treatment of that material.

For the transfer of photoionizing radiation, we treat the
planet as transparent. This has the effect of ignoring the shadow
of the planet itself, and only including the cumulative optical
depth of the gaseous wind. This choice is equivalent to
assuming that material advecting through the shadow region
maintains its ionization state, rather than recombining to an
ionization equilibrium with its instantaneous location. Models
including coupled radiation and hydrodynamics can better treat
this region, and test the validity of a simple approximation like
this. For example, Figure 2 in Wang & Dai (2021b) shows the
effect of the shadow region in a model of WASP-107b. In their
model, the recombination time of shadow material is generally
similar to or longer than the dynamical timescale of flow near
the planet, motivating our approximation. Finally, we empha-
size that the shadow region is largely unobservable because it is
blocked by the planet itself during the optical transit, implying
that the treatment of this material should not have a significant
effect on the transmission spectra.

To obtain a synthetic spectrum around the helium line triplet
at 1083 nm, we choose the location of our observer and
calculate the integrated optical depth, as function of wave-
length, along rays, l, between the star and the distant observer:

n f dl, 11
i

i
1

3

He 3( ) ( ) ( )òåt l s l= F
=

where the absorption cross sections for the three components of
the triplet are σ1= 0.0080 cm2 Hz, σ2= 0.0048 cm2 Hz, and
σ3= 0.0016 cm2 Hz. We assume a Voigt line profile, Φ(λ),
with a Gaussian component that depends on the local gas
temperature, T m

k

P

B

Hg= m
r
. The wavelength offset from the line

center takes into account the inertial-frame gas velocity
projected onto the line of sight. Quantities are interpolated
from the simulation mesh via nearest-neighbor interpolation to
the zone centers, such that any sampling point within a zone
volume is assigned the quantity of that zone. Rays intercepting

the planet interior are assigned infinite optical depth such that
they are completely blocked at all wavelengths.
The rays are weighted based on the quadratic limb darkening

law and combined to produce the average transmission
spectrum F F ein out ( ) ( )l = t l- . We allocate rays to more
densely cover the region near the planet, and weight them
according to their relative area. The convergence and numerical
parameters of our ray tracing are tested and documented in
Appendix B.

2.3. Model Parameters and Simulations

The models used in this paper use parameters similar to the
properties of WASP-107, the first system in which helium has
been detected (Spake et al. 2018). We adopt M* = 0.68
Me= 1.36× 1033 g, R* = 0.67 Re= 4.67× 1010 cm, and
Mp= 0.096 MJupiter= 1.82× 1029 g, Rp= 0.94, and RJupiter=
6.71× 109 cm (Piaulet et al. 2021; Anderson et al. 2017). We
specify the planetary boundary condition with λp= 5 in each
case. The degree of planetary rotation is set to be locked with
the orbital frequency, Ωp=Ωorb. The planet density is chosen
so that the time-averaged planetary mass-loss rate is similar
across cases A–C. This implies that ρp is higher in case C than
in B or A. We vary the stellar boundary condition in order to
change the stellar mass-loss rate. In each case, we adopt
λ* = 15. These variations result in a stellar mass-loss rate that
increases approximately an order of magnitude between
models. The rate of model C is most similar to the solar wind
mass-loss rate of 2× 1012 g s−1. Our models A–C utilize five
nested levels of static mesh refinement around the planet. For
convergence studies, we additionally run variations of model A
with NSMR= 3, 4, and 6 (A3, A4, and A6, respectively). Each
of our models is run for 3× 106 s, or slightly more than 6 orbits
of the planet about the star. We find that our key quantities of
interest reach a quasi-steady state after about one orbit
or∼ 5× 105 s.
Table 1 summarizes our simulations and the emergent model

parameters. These include the time average stellar and
planetary mass-loss rates ( *Má ñ and Mpá ñ) measured from
106 s until the end of the simulation. We also list the parameters
to Gaussian fits to model light curves, which are described in
more detail in Section 3.

3. Results

In this section, we examine transmission spectra and light
curves of the helium 1083 nm triplet based on our models with

Table 1
Table of Simulation Parameters and Results

Model NSMR ρ* P* ρp Pp *Má ñ Mpá ñ gμ ga gσ
(g cm−3) (erg cm−3) (g cm−3) (erg cm−3) (g s−1) (g s−1) (hr) (Å) (hr)

A 5 8.31 × 10−16 1.07 × 10−1 1.55 × 10−16 5.63 × 10−5 1.71 × 1010 9.10 × 109 −0.018 0.031 0.85
B 5 8.31 × 10−15 1.07 × 100 1.55 × 10−16 5.63 × 10−5 1.78 × 1011 8.70 × 109 −0.064 0.033 0.93
C 5 8.31 × 10−14 1.07 × 101 2.92 × 10−16 1.06 × 10−4 1.78 × 1012 7.24 × 109 0.32 0.093 0.97

A3 3 8.31 × 10−16 1.07 × 10−1 1.55 × 10−16 5.63 × 10−5 2.10 × 1010 1.16 × 1010 L L L
A4 4 8.31 × 10−16 1.07 × 10−1 1.55 × 10−16 5.63 × 10−5 2.11 × 1010 1.20 × 1010 L L L
A6 6 8.31 × 10−16 1.07 × 10−1 1.55 × 10−16 5.63 × 10−5 2.13 × 1010 1.14 × 1010 L L L

Note. Our models are grouped into three cases, models A, B, and C. In addition, several variations of model A are run with different resolution surrounding the planet,
as parameterized by NSMR. Note that because the planetary outflow is suppressed by the stellar wind confinement in case C, model C has higher density and pressure at
the planet boundary condition in order to achieve a similar time-averaged mass-loss rate as models A and B. Finally, as a baseline, we compare models A–C to a
spherical model “Sph,” which is a 1D isothermal (Parker) wind model with the same mass-loss rate as model A.
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varying stellar winds. The nature of stellar wind and planet
wind interactions has been the subject of a number of recent
hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic simulation efforts
(e.g., Stone & Proga 2009; Cohen et al. 2011; Bisikalo et al.
2013; Matsakos et al. 2015; Christie et al. 2016; Shaikhislamov
et al. 2016; Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017; Villarreal D’Angelo
et al. 2018; Bharati Das et al. 2019; Daley-Yates &
Stevens 2019; Debrecht et al. 2020; Khodachenko et al.
2019; McCann et al. 2019; Wang & Dai 2021a, 2021b;
Harbach et al. 2021; Carolan et al. 2021; Villarreal D’Angelo
et al. 2021). As we will highlight, several characteristic regimes
of global morphology emerge as the relative ram pressure (ρv2)
of these winds is varied (e.g.,, see Figure 13 of Matsakos et al.
2015). Winds that begin subsonic near the surfaces of both
objects become supersonic as they expand. The wind
interaction region is therefore defined by bow shocks that are
shaped by the ram pressures of the superimposed winds.

3.1. Wind Shaping

We begin, as shown in Figure 1, by examining the global
density structure of the interacting star and planet winds in the
orbital plane in our simulations. The star is located at the origin
of the coordinate system, while the planet lies along the−x-
axis, and is highlighted in the zoomed-in region.

Three very different global morphologies can be seen in
Figure 1 as the stellar wind mass-loss rate is varied by a factor
of 100 from case A to C. In case A, and at even lower stellar
mass-loss rates, we observe a cavity of stellar wind that is
confined in the equator by escaping planetary material. The
stellar wind finds a free path to escape through a bipolar
outflow perpendicular to the orbital plane. At lower stellar
mass-loss rates, we observe very similar global morphology
with slightly changing the extent of the central region of
unshocked stellar wind. By contrast, as the stellar wind mass-
loss rate and momentum increase, the planetary wind is swept
into an increasingly comet-like tail. A region of unshocked
planetary wind exists in models A and B, but disappears in
model C as the wind–wind interaction region is compressed to
near the planetary surface.

McCann et al. (2019) classifies the interaction scenarios seen
in our Figure 1 as cases of weak, intermediate, and strong
confinement of the planet wind by the stellar wind (see, e.g.,
their Figures 10 and 11). When the stellar wind compresses the

planetary wind boundary to below its sonic surface, we see the
morphology shown in case C, where subsonic outflow is
redirected around the planet toward the tail. This also leads to a
suppression of the outflow rate given certain planetary surface
conditions (Christie et al. 2016; Vidotto & Cleary 2020; Wang
& Dai 2021b; Carolan et al. 2021). In the example of case C,
we increase the planetary surface density by a factor of
approximately 2 in order to achieve a similar outflow rate.
However, in this context it is worth highlighting the result
found by previous authors that the relationship between surface
conditions and loss rate is nonlinear; a model with the same
planetary surface conditions as models A and B leads to a
planetary mass-loss rate that was suppressed by a factor of ∼4
in the environment of the case C stellar wind.
Because ram pressure balance dictates the location and

morphology of the wind–wind interaction, a useful order of
magnitude comparison can be to compare the ram pressure of
the two winds at their respective sonic points,

* *
cs,

2r and cp s,p
2r .

In the context of an isothermal wind, the sonic point density is
approximately r exp 1.5s b( ) ( )r r l» - , where ρb represents
the base density at the object surface. Given this, we can
express the sonic point ram pressure ratio as
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Computing this ratio for models A–C, we find

* *
c c 11.5p s,p

2
s,
2( ) ( )r r » , 1.15, and 2.16, respectively. In

general, larger values of this ratio imply that the planetary
wind penetrates further into the stellar wind environment before
reaching its location of ram pressure balance. In cases A and B,
these ratios provide useful guidance. In case A, the ram
pressure of the planetary outflow clearly exceeds that of the
stellar wind, which allows it to form a torus about the star. In
case B, the ram pressures are similar. In case C, the result of
this simple ratio is somewhat misleading because the planetary
outflow is suppressed by the stellar wind interaction (such that
the wind density is less than predicted by the analytic
expression above given the planetary density), and because
the planetary outflow never reaches its sonic point—thus
the applicability of this ratio has limitations when

Figure 1. Slices of the logarithm of gas density in the orbital midplane, showing hydrodynamic winds from model exoplanets interacting with stellar winds of varying
magnitude. In case A, with the lowest stellar mass-loss rate, the planetary outflow forms a torus around the star, while in case C it is focused into a dense, cometary
tail. Cases A and B contain a cavity of freely expanding planetary wind (shown in the zoom-in panels), while in case C, the boundary shock penetrates to the planet.
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* *
c c 1p s,p

2
s,
2 ( ) ( )r r . A more complete, albeit numerical,

approach would involve comparing the velocity and density
profiles of the two winds in isolation and finding the location of
ram pressure balance along the ray between the planet and star.

In Figure 2, we zoom in on the region surrounding the planet
and compare models A–C with a spherical Parker wind (labeled
“Sph”). The upper panels display the number density of
metastable helium, nHef3, as determined by the iterative
radiative transfer post processing discussed in Section 2.2.
Contours in Figure 2 display the cumulative optical depth from
the star at the center of the primary doublet of the 1083 nm line,
with contours representing τ= 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, and 1 from
light to dark. The contours nicely illustrate why the helium line
is a powerful probe of extended and escaping planetary
atmospheres: observable levels of absorption form in the region
spanning several planetary radii around the planet (and in some
cases reaching close to or even beyond the Roche radius).

The progression of the Sph model to cases A–C shown in
Figure 2 reveals increasing asymmetry in spatial distribution of
metastable helium around the planet. While in case A, the near-
planet flow and contours of optical depth are very similar to the
spherical outflow model in case C they diverge dramatically. In
particular, we highlight the increasing degree of leading versus
trailing asymmetry that arises as the stellar wind increasingly
shapes and compresses the planet wind. In case C, where the
planetary material is compressed into a narrow, cometary tail,
the τ= 0.1 surface extends to more than 15 planetary radii in
the+y-direction (trailing the planet along its orbital motion).
This implies that the center of the opaque region in the
metastable helium line lags behind the planet’s optical transit,
creating a significant difference between early-transit and late-
transit transmission spectra, and resulting in a prolonged

helium egress, as observed in transits of WASP-69b (Nortmann
et al. 2018) and WASP-107b (Spake et al. 2021).
Examining the line-of-sight velocities in the lower panels of

Figure 2 is revealing because it shows how Doppler-shifted
material adds together to form the composite transmission
spectrum. At the characteristic wavelength of the helium triplet
line, a 10 km s−1 line-of-sight velocity corresponds to a 0.36Å
wavelength shift. Some of the important features in this flow in
cases A and B are the overall pattern of nearly radial expansion
from the planet in the unshocked planet wind region. This is
seen most clearly in redshifted material lying at+xp positions,
while the majority of blueshifted material lies at−xp positions.
In case A, the pattern of radial velocity shows how orbital
motion distorts and confines this region. By contrast, in case C,
the wind never expands through its sonic point, and instead is
redirected toward the trailing surface of the planet while
subsonic. Rather than boundary layers between the winds, we
see that nearly all of the planetary outflow is blueshifted, and
swept up in the compressed tail.
In cases A–C, we observe hydrodynamic instabilities along

the wind–wind interfaces shown in Figures 1 and 2. In case A,
Raleigh–Taylor instabilities are especially prominent as denser
planetary material overlies the lower-density but faster-moving
stellar wind. This instability feeds plumes that penetrate into
the central region and fall toward the star (Daley-Yates &
Stevens 2019). In cases B and C, we see Kelvin–Helmholtz
shear instabilities develop along the wind–wind boundary
layers (e.g., Christie et al. 2016). We note that while these
unstable interfaces are physical, the exact nature of the
turbulence that is excited is affected by finite spatial resolution
and numerical diffusion in our models.

Figure 2. Metastable helium number density (top), and line-of-sight velocity (bottom). Contours mark the line-of-sight optical depth in the strong (red) component of
the helium 1083 nm line of τ = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, and 1 from light to dark. In this image the star is in the +xp-direction and the observer is in the −xp-direction. The
flow density, kinematics, and optical depth in the immediate vicinity of the planet combine to form the excess absorption signatures at 1083 nm. Here, we observe that
with increasing stellar wind strength, the asymmetry of the region around the planet also increases. While in case A the τ surfaces are relatively symmetric and similar
to the spherical model “Sph”, in cases B and C, increasing departures from symmetry become apparent. We note that in the highly confined case C, nearly all of the
planetary outflow is blueshifted and lags behind the planet in orbital phase.
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3.2. Transmission Spectra

Figure 3 shows synthetic transmission spectra, plotted as
excess absorption as a function of wavelength in the stellar
frame. These spectra are computed via radiative transfer post
processing of our simulation snapshots. For this figure, we post
process a single model snapshot at different angles to represent
time advancing through the transit. We assume that there is no
inclination of the planetary orbital plane relative to the
observer. In this case, the optical (broadband) transit lasts
between −0.01 and 0.01 in phase or ∼2.5 hr in total. However,
Figure 3 shows phases significantly before and after the optical
transit itself in order to explore the effects of extended
planetary wind material along the orbital path. Angled lines
show the Doppler-shifted planet frame wavelengths of the
helium triplet.

Differing intensities and morphologies of the spectral phase
data are immediately clear in Figure 3. Second, helium triplet
absorption extends well before and after the optical transit
itself, especially in cases B and C. The spherical case A and
case B models show the bulk of their excess absorption tracing

the planet in velocity space, and similar overall intensities.
These features indicate that the bulk of the absorbing material
is in the immediate vicinity of the planet and comoving along
its orbit. Connecting back to the spatial analysis of Figure 2, we
can understand the origin of these features in nearly spherical
outflow from the planet in the first few planet radii. Thus, in
cases of mild and moderate stellar wind confinement, the
absorption is similar to that of the spherically symmetric model
based on a 1D Parker wind profile (Oklopčić & Hirata 2018).
By contrast, the strong stellar wind confinement of case C is
revealed through the increased transit depth, and the asymmetry
of the excess absorption relative to the planet frame. We see
material lagging in orbital phase and largely blueshifted.
Examining the logarithmically scaled transmission spectra,

we see that there are kinematic traces of the degree of wind–
wind interaction that extend well outside the phases of optical
transit. The origin of these features is in dense regions of
shocked planetary outflow, rather than the initial scale heights
surrounding the planet. Cases A and B show excess absorption
nearly at rest in the stellar frame both before and after optical

Figure 3. Excess absorption of metastable helium in the stellar frame. Horizontal lines show the extent of the optical transit, while the slanted lines trace the Doppler-
shifted wavelengths of the helium triplet in the planet frame. The upper and lower panels are identical except for using a linear or logarithmic scale. We see that there is
a significant contribution to absorption outside of the optical transit in cases B and C. While in case B, there is absorption both before and after transit, in case C, the
major portion of the excess absorption comes after optical transit. The kinematic structures of blueshifted and redshifted layers, especially outside of the optical transit,
trace the wind–wind interaction regions.
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transit, while in case C, the strength of the stellar wind implies
that interacting material is further blueshifted and only trails the
planet in phase. Reconstructing this level of detail observa-
tionally is clearly challenging, but there is a high density of
information available in these reconstructions, particularly
when contextualized by the simulation models, like in
Figure 2.

3.3. Narrowband Light Curves

In Figure 4, we turn our attention to the total excess
absorption in the metastable helium triplet line as measured by
the line equivalent width. Although this quantity can be derived
from high-spectral resolution observations, it is particularly
relevant in the context of upcoming medium-resolution
observations with the James Webb Space Telescope, as well
as ground-based photometric observations using a beam-
shaping diffuser and an ultra-narrowband filter centered on
the wavelength of the helium triplet, recently presented by
Vissapragada et al. (2020) and Paragas et al. (2021).

In Figure 4, we compute the equivalent-width light curve
for each of our model transits. Recently, Wang & Dai
(2021a, 2021b) presented similar light-curve analyses for their
models of WASP-69b and WASP-107b, respectively. Dashed
lines in Figure 4 represent a best-fit Gaussian to the equivalent
width as a function of time. In the right hand panels, we plot the
parameters of this best-fit Gaussian as a function of the time-
averaged stellar mass-loss rate, comparing to the spherical
planetary outflow case—which includes no stellar wind
component—with horizontal lines.

With increasing *M from models A–C, we see that the light
curves of equivalent width change both amplitude and shape.

While we have discussed some of these differences in the
context of the spectral phase curves of Figure 3, it is striking
how clear they are in the equivalent-width light curve. The
equivalent-width light curve of cases A and B is extremely
similar to that of the spherical model. At higher *M , in case C,
the maximum equivalent width is larger, indicating deeper
absorption in the helium triplet line. Physically, this occurs
because increasing confinement by the ram pressure of the
stellar wind concentrates the planetary outflow, increasing τ (as
shown in Figure 2). Thus, for a given outflow rate, the
planetary wind material in case C is higher density. Indeed,
because of the suppression of the outflow by the stellar wind, in
order to obtain a similar time-averaged planetary mass-loss rate
for case C, we increase the base density of the planetary
atmosphere in model C, as noted in Table 1. We also observe
that light curves become increasingly asymmetric relative to
mid transit with increasing distortion of the planet’s evapora-
tive wind by the stellar wind, which is particularly notable in
case C. Related asymmetries are visible in the parameter
variations in Figure 8 in Wang & Dai (2021b), and are
discussed in the context of Lyα absorption in their Figure 12
and previously in, e.g., McCann et al. (2019).
Fitting a Gaussian to the light curve encapsulates some

aspects of the changing equivalent width as a function of time.
For example, the dependence of the peak equivalent width on

*M is traced by the amplitude parameter, while the shift of the
peak equivalent width to after mid transit is captured by the
mean. However, other aspects of the light curves are clearly
informative but are not traced by the relatively crude metric of
a Gaussian fit. For example, the abrupt onset and extended
wing of absorption in case C are not well described by the

Figure 4. Light curve of excess equivalent width of metastable helium absorption as a function of time relative to mid transit, as well as light-curve parameters of
Gaussian fits to the light-curve morphologies. We compare models A–C to the spherical model, Sph. In cases A and B, the light-curve morphology and depth closely
trace that of the spherical model. Most of the absorption originates in the nearly spherical outflow near the planet. In case C, confinement by the stellar wind
dramatically increases the equivalent width, and shifts the time of maximal absorption relative to the optical transit.
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Gaussian fit. These results suggest that studying the shape of
the ingress and egress in metastable helium equivalent width
can be quite revealing with respect to the size and nature of the
metastable helium absorbing region, including the extent to
which it is shaped by the stellar wind.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications for Constraining Stellar Wind Environments

At face value, the strength of the stellar wind is not directly
probed by measurements of excess absorption at the helium
1083 nm lines. In particular, excess metastable helium absorp-
tion occurs primarily in the region within a few planet radii—
which is, of course, what makes this line a powerful diagnostic
of the launching of photoevaporative flows. A priori, we might
not expect that global properties would imprint on these
regions in the immediate vicinity of the planetary atmosphere
to an observable extent. And yet, the stellar wind environment
dramatically informs the shaping of the flow evaporating from
the planet (Figures 1 and 2, and Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017;
Debrecht et al. 2020; Daley-Yates & Stevens 2019; McCann
et al. 2019; Wang & Dai 2021a, 2021b). It may also affect the
degree of atmospheric escape itself (e.g., Christie et al. 2016;
Vidotto & Cleary 2020; Carolan et al. 2021). As we have
shown in the light curves of Figure 4, in addition to extending
excess metastable helium absorption to well outside the optical
transit, stellar wind interaction strongly increases the amplitude
of helium triplet absorption by shocking and confining the
escaping planet wind.

While our model systems are inspired by WASP-107b, we
caution that the models presented in this paper are intended to
be illustrative rather than representative of a particular system.
In particular, the model parameters are chosen to span differing
regimes of stellar wind ram pressure relative to planet wind ram
pressure. As previous work has argued, this ram pressure ratio
is the controlling dimensionless parameter with respect to the
hydrodynamic morphology of the wind–wind interaction (e.g.,
Matsakos et al. 2015; Carolan et al. 2021). Our results
demonstrate that when the ram pressure of the stellar wind
causes it to impinge only mildly or moderately on the planetary
wind (as in cases A and B), spherical outflow models provide
accurate representations of the observable metastable helium
equivalent widths and kinematics. Only when the planetary
wind is strongly confined, as in case C, does a significant
departure from the spherical solution result, accompanied by
significant enhancements of line depth at a given planetary
mass-loss rate.

Disentangling the ram pressure ratio of stellar to planetary
winds may be observationally tractable in some cases. In
particular, if signatures of extended ingress and egress or
dramatic phase asymmetry are not present, it is likely
reasonable to conclude that stellar wind interaction is mild or
moderate and is not significantly increasing the effective line
depth through confinement. In these cases, spherical models of
planetary outflows (e.g., Oklopčić & Hirata 2018; Lampón
et al. 2020; Dos Santos et al. 2021) provide accurate estimates
of planetary mass-loss rates. By contrast, when an extended
egress is observed, this is a strong signature of stellar wind
confinement of the planetary outflow. This is accompanied by
an enhancement in the line equivalent width at a given
planetary mass-loss rate. An open-source framework for
spherical wind analysis “p-winds” was recently released by

Dos Santos et al. (2021); our results highlight the value of these
simplified models in all but the most dramatic cases of stellar
wind interaction.
Finally, it is worth highlighting that the hydrodynamic

interaction between stellar and planetary winds depends on
these materials being in the fluid-like collisional regime, where
the typical mean free path is much less than the flow scale. We
discuss the estimation of these quantities in Appendix A. In the
collisionless regime, we might expect different species to not
couple as strongly, and radiation pressure on species like
metastable helium or Lyα could contribute significantly to the
shaping of the planetary outflow (Allart et al. 2018, 2019;
Debrecht et al. 2020; Khodachenko et al. 2021).

4.2. Implications for Observing Strategies

Figures 3 and 4 show that helium transits may extend for
several hours before or after the optical transit. As a result, the
observed out-of-transit spectra taken immediately before or
after the broadband transit may not actually be representative of
the uncontaminated stellar spectrum since they may contain
contributions from an extended planetary tail (either from the
leading or trailing arm), as demonstrated recently by Spake
et al. (2021). Consequently, the measured transit depth in the
helium line could be underestimated. Case B, shown in
Figure 4, is particularly interesting because the time evolution
of the helium absorption equivalent width exhibits a plateau on
either side of the optical transit. This type of light curve might
be difficult to discern observationally from an uncontaminated
light curve, if the observing window is limited to a relatively
narrow range in phase around the transit midpoint, which is
typically the case in ground-based observations. Space
telescopes would be able to provide long enough time coverage
to characterize the full light curve, and James Webb Space
Telescope/NIRSpec would be the optimal choice for that
experiment, since Hubble Space Telescope/WFC3 might not
be able to detect the small excess absorption hours before or
after the optical transit due to its limited spectral resolution.

5. Summary and Conclusion

In this paper we present a hydrodynamic simulation and
radiative transfer post-processing methodology for computing
model spectra of the metastable helium line at 1083 nm in
transiting exoplanets. Our hydrodynamic simulations include
parameterized treatments of the planetary and stellar winds,
with the goal of using this flexibility to understand how the
changes in wind properties impact the observable properties of
evaporating atmospheres. This sort of parameterized modeling
is complemented and informed by models that attempt self-
consistent treatment of the full radiation-(magneto)hydrody-
namic problem of photoionization radiation heating the planet
atmosphere and launching outflows (e.g., Tripathi et al. 2015;
Wang & Dai 2018; McCann et al. 2019; Wang &
Dai 2021a, 2021b; Khodachenko et al. 2021).
We have used these models to study the interaction of a

planetary wind with stellar winds of varying mass-loss rates.
Interaction with the stellar wind is crucial in defining the global
geometry of the planetary outflow (e.g., Matsakos et al. 2015;
Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017), but is generally not thought to
be strongly constrained by transmission spectra of Lyα or
metastable helium alone. In this study, we emphasize that the
stellar wind impacts the observable properties of metastable
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helium transits in concrete ways. Some key findings of our
work are:

1. At low and moderate levels of stellar-wind impingement,
as inferred from the planet wind to stellar wind ram
pressure balance, Equation 12, a homogeneous planetary
outflow remains roughly spherical close to the planet. In-
transit spectra and equivalent width light curves, these
cases are accurately modeled by spherically symmetric
planetary winds. Substantial departures from the spherical
solutions occur when the planetary flow is strongly
confined into a cometary tail (as in case C).

2. Many crucial aspects of the relative ram pressure of star
and planet winds are encapsulated in light curves of
equivalent width as a function of time. Excess absorption
in these light curves is asymmetric and extends beyond
the transit egress in cases of strong confinement of the
planetary outflow by the stellar wind.

3. The prolonged duration of excess helium absorption well
outside of broadband transit, in cases of moderate and
strong wind–wind interaction, implies that observing
strategies need to accommodate taking a baseline stellar
spectrum as far from the phase of transit as possible.

The need to characterize stellar spectra as far from transit
as possible may complicate planning for transit observations.
However, the potential payoff is that measuring the absolute
depth of excess absorption and the detailed shape of the light
curve, including any excess absorption before and after
broadband transit, provides information about both the
planetary wind and the stellar wind environment surrounding
an evaporating planet. This stellar wind environment
modifies the expected signatures of metastable helium
absorption in important ways. For example, changes in
amplitude due to stellar wind confinement could be confused
with a larger planetary mass-loss rate. However, our results
suggest that with further development, a method that
combines narrowband light curves with spectra before,
during, and after optical transit has sufficient information
to break degeneracies that exist in mid-transit spectral
analysis alone.
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Appendix A
Gas Density and Reaction Rates

The top row of Figure 5 shows the density and temperature
structure along two rays close to the planet in the snapshot
from model A. The helium opacity is significant in regions
where the total gas number density is∼106 cm−3 or greater.
Collisional cross sections for most species relevant for our
simulation (e.g., H+

–H, e–H, and He–H+ collisions) are in
the range between 10−15 and 10−13 cm2 (Pinto & Galli 2008).
If we make a conservative estimate of 10−15 cm2, the mean
free path of particles in that region is (at most)∼109 cm,
which is ∼10% of the planet radius. Therefore, the mean free
path is typically small compared to the relevant scale of the
problem, which means that the planetary outflow probed by
the helium line is in a collisional regime and the use of
hydrodynamic simulations is appropriate. A high frequency
of collisions also means that the momentum imparted to
metastable helium atoms by 1083 nm photons gets distributed
to the rest of the gas upon each collision. This makes the
effects of radiation pressure less important in the case of
helium spectra, compared to the planetary wind morphology
probed by the wings of the hydrogen Lyα line, which are
sensitive to regions of much lower density, where collisional
coupling may be ineffective.
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Appendix B
Code Validation and Convergence

B.1. Numerical Parameters

In this section we document several tests intended to validate
aspects of our numerical hydrodynamics and post-processing
schemes. We focus our attention on variations of model A and
its radiative transfer post processing. Each model is plotted at a
phase of 0.0095, which is near the ingress of the optical transit.

The surface of the star is sampled by rays arranged in impact
parameter b and angle θ, relative to the planet. We allocate the
faces between rings according to a power law in b, with b0.75

proving to be an effective balance of higher sampling density
near the planet balanced with sufficient sampling at larger

impact parameters. The ring width is db, and the each ring is
divided into an integer number of zones in θ, such that
dθ≈ db/b. The centers of these zones are computed from an
area-weighted average. We cast rays from where the zone
centers intersect the stellar surface through the computational
domain. The step size dl along these rays is chosen such that
dl≈ fldp, where dp is the three-dimensional distance from the
planet. Thus, the sampling length is smaller closer to the planet
where there are more compact hydrodynamic structures to
resolve.
In the first panel of Figure 6, we examine the convergence of

synthetic spectra with different total numbers of rays. We find
that our models converge satisfactorily to a solution with more
than a few thousand rays. Next, we examine the step size along

Figure 5. Temperature and number density of metastable helium, neutral hydrogen, and free electrons along two rays parallel to the x-axis, with impact parameters
y = 1.5 and y = 5.0 Rp (top). The planetary and stellar winds are effectively isothermal, with (independent) temperatures set by two free parameters of our model, λp
and λ*. The bottom panels show the rates of reactions responsible for populating (dashed lines) and depopulating (solid lines) the metastable state of helium. The
shown rates correspond to different terms in Equation (10) divided by the metastable helium fraction ( f3). We note here that the photoionization rate depends on the
flux of the input spectrum as discussed in detail by Oklopčić (2019) as well as the optical depth. Thus, relative rates are important, but their absolute value reflects the
parameter choices of a given model or system.
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rays, as modulated by the parameter fl. Here, we find that as
long as the dimensionless step size is smaller than 0.4, our final
spectra are very similar.

In the lower panels, we examine the effects of spatial
resolution, first in our radiative transfer post processing, then in
our hydrodynamic simulations themselves. Resolution is
controlled by the number of static mesh refinement levels in
the box that extends 10 planet radii around the planet. The
lower left panel demonstrates minimal differences between the
spectra from model A6 downsampled to post process at
maximum refinement level 3, 4, or 5, decreasing the effective
spatial resolution during the post processing but not during the
hydrodynamic evolution itself. This downsampling is valuable
because the ray tracing is memory intensive, and each
downsampling reduces the memory usage by a factor of 8.
We find that the various degrees of downsampling are nearly

indistinguishable, which agrees with our results for fl that small
scale features do not dominate the emergent spectra. Finally,
we find that our hydrodynamic models with maximal
refinements of 3, 4, 5, and 6 levels around the planet all
achieve similar (though not completely identical) results, with
the line depth being slightly larger in the most-finely resolved
case. The relevant models here are A3, A4, A, and A6, which
are tabulated in Table 1. From Table 1, we note that these
models generate similar, but not identical, time-averaged
outflow rates from the star and planet. In model A3, the
resolution element is δr≈ 0.495Rp, or about half of the planet
radius. In model A4, δr≈ 0.248Rp, in model A, δr≈ 0.124Rp,
and in model A6, δr≈ 0.062Rp. These represent approximately
2, 4, 8, and 16 zones across the planet radius in models A3, A4,
A, and A6, respectively. We note that it is important that the
planet radius is close to divisible by the resolution element

Figure 6. Convergence studies showing spectra computed for the parameters of model A, with various numerical choices. Each spectrum is plotted at a phase of
0.0095, near ingress. The first panel varies the spatial resolution of the simulation itself in the box surrounding the planet via the number of levels of static mesh
refinement, NSMR (models A3, A4, A, and A6 in Table 1, respectively). The second panel focuses on model A, and varies the spatial resolution during the radiative
transfer post-processing step. The third panel varies the number of points along radiative transfer rays cast through the domain. For context, we note that these spectra
have narrower thermal width, and thus a more-distinct triplet feature than models tailored to the higher-temperature outflow of WASP-107b (e.g., Wang & Dai 2021b;
Khodachenko et al. 2021).
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given that our mesh is approximately Cartesian in the vicinity
of the planet because the origin of the spherical polar geometry
is at the star (otherwise the planet’s numerical size would
change with resolution choice).

From these studies we adopt our fiducial parameters of
running the models at NSMR= 5, and post processing the
radiative transfer downsampled by a factor of 2 at level 4, we
choose fl= 0.05 in the case of smaller-scale features than are
present in case A, and 100 radial bins of sampling points,
which corresponds to the Nray= 7816 case at a phase of
0.0095, and Nray≈ 32,000 near mid transit.

Appendix C
Data and Software Availability

We make the software and data needed to reproduce the results
and analysis in this paper public in parallel with this article.
Hydrodynamic model snapshots (Athena++ hdf5 format),
synthetic spectra (ascii format), and three-dimensional post-
processed species number densities (hdf5 format) are available
on Zenodo at 10.5281/zenodo.5750747. The radiative transfer
post-processing software that we apply, along with the code that
reproduces our figures on the basis of the post-processed data is
available at https://github.com/morganemacleod/pw_sw_mater-
ials and Zenodo at 10.5281/zenodo.5750777.
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